Boomi

Summary
Boomi is an agile, efficient application and data integration platform used by SOM IT to develop and manage all the integrations inside the Yale SOM organization.

Features
- Connect applications and data across any cloud or hybrid IT environment
- Includes a vast library of connectors and easy to use connector software development kit
- Includes processing in real-time, event-based or batch integration, ELT use cases, or asynchronous processing

Who can use it?
Anyone who is developing applications or managing services in the SOM environment

How much does it cost?
This service is available at no charge to the Yale School of Management community.

How do I get it?
Your manager will forward you the invitation to join Boomi

Related Policy and Procedures
- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.

Related Knowledge Articles
Boomi Linux Atom Configuration